Hiring + Professional Development: The Business Case

What’s the impact of hiring, training, and professional development on my bottom line?

Finding and keeping qualified workers is an acute challenge for small businesses, especially in metropolitan areas experiencing very tight labor markets and historically low unemployment, which makes it hard to find and retain talent. On average, approximately half of all hourly workers leave their jobs within the first 120 days. The high turnover rate at retail small businesses can come with significant costs to you, including declines in productivity, lost customers, and time and resources spent trying to find and train a new hire. You can distinguish your business and avoid one of the biggest problems in retail—disproportionately high rates of turnover—by improving your hiring, training, and professional development practices.

Evidence shows retention rates for businesses are linked to growth opportunities. In fact, a 2017 report from the consulting firm FSG listed entry-level employee training, mentorship, and the creation of career pathways as essential parts of effective employee retention strategies. In the wake of the Recession, more than half of surveyed employees reported that opportunities for advancement were more important to them than any other aspect of their job, including compensation and benefits, when deciding whether to stay or leave a company.

Making changes to the way you hire, train, and professionally develop your staff can offer significant business advantages, including:

- Helping you identify reliable new staff members who embody your company culture;
- Ensuring employees have sufficient knowledge and skills to do their jobs well;
- Improving employees’ ability to take on new or additional tasks;
- Boosting staff morale, cohesion, and job satisfaction;
- Aligning employee goals more closely with company goals; and
- Getting added value out of a more highly skilled and self-motivated staff.